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Abstract
The importance of Cyber security is growing each and every year, as
the Cyber-attacks is getting more sophisticated and less detectable.
The only option to make the defense stronger is by utilizing every
RQUUKDNG UQWTEG QH KPHQTOCVKQP IGPGTCVGF D[ NQI ſNGU QH GXGT[ OCLQT
applications, services or components within the organization. The need
for early detection of targeted attacks and data breaches is driving
the expansion of new and existing SIEM deployments, which acts as
an important part of every information security system, and provides
one extra layer of defense. SIEM is an important and widely used
security product and clear understanding of SIEM technology is critical
for success in deploying the right SIEM product. Although planning
a distributed enterprise SIEM deployment is always a challenge for
information security teams at many organizations. This paper will
stride you through the entire process of evaluating, selecting, and
deploying a SIEM.
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Introduction
Security information and event management technology has been around for over
a decade. In general, SIEM is a combination of two product SIM (Security Information
Management) and SEM (Security Event Management).
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems provide centralized
logging capabilities for an enterprise and can be used to analyze and report on the log
entries it receives. The main function of a SIEM is collection of logs, aggregation, analysis
and retention of the logs received. Logs are being collected from the various sources and
CUVJGTGCTGUQOCP[FKHHGTGPVHQTOCVUQHVJGNQIUKVKUſTUVPQTOCNK\GFWUKPICRTQRTKGVCT[
 +PHQTOCVKQP5GEWTKV[1HſEGT51%6GCO#$0#/41$#0-.VF#OUVGTFCO0GVJGTNCPFUCVWNTCPC"
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format and then aggregated based on either number of events or on the time duration
whichever is earlier and then it is analyzed and correlated by keeping different parts of
the event like source address, destination address, port used and host involved etc. to get
the clear view of the incident. After that information about the organization network and
information of common threats that may be from stix and taxii feeds is also very useful.
There are many providers that continuously updates the database of malware associated
74.ŏUCPFVJCVKPHQTOCVKQPECPDGCFFGFVQVJG5+'/U[UVGOHQTVJGEQTTGNCVKQP#NGTVU
are generated as an output of the initial analysis. Reporting and dash boarding can also be
created based on the queries to that data. Logs are usually stored within the SIEM system
and are known as hot retention of the system and this may be from few weeks up to few
months as per the organization architecture requirements and after which it is moved to an
archive for complying with regulations and for future analysis. Generally, a SIEM system is
a rules-based and has a correlation engine to establish relationships between multiple events
from different log sources. In some systems, pre-processing may happen at log collection
NGXGNYJKEJKPENWFGUCRRN[KPIſNVGTUCPFCIITGICVKPIVJGGXGPVUCPFJGPEGVJGXQNWOGQH
information that is being communicated and stored to the SIEM system is reduced, which
will save the bandwidth and database space. The only issue associated with this approach
KUVJCVKHCPGXGPVKUſNVGTGFQWVCVVJKUNGXGNKVECPPQVDGTGEQXGTGFHQTHWVWTGCPCN[UKU
0QYCFC[UVJG5+'/WUGTŏUFGOCPFUJCXGKPETGCUGFCPFYKVJVJKUVJGRNCVHQTO
evolution to address them has also increased. Attackers are thinking differently, causing
defenders to critically evaluate their current security products to keep a chance up. Zero
day, sophisticated malware, pattern based analysis etc. attacks are now the major driver of
UGEWTKV[RTQFWEVGXQNWVKQPDWVKVKUTGCNN[FKHſEWNVVQFGVGEVVJGUGCFXCPEGFCVVCEMUYJKEJ
CTGDCUGFQPURGEKſEQTICPK\CVKQPCPFCTGPQVMPQYVQGXGT[DQF[UQVJGQTICPK\CVKQPPGGFU
to invest on this in terms of time and money in a complete different way as it was done
previously.
SIEM is all together growing differently in a big way over the past 5-7 years, but
still the real concern is in the case of a security incident where the SIEM is not at all capable
to collect all the required information and completely fails to detect the threat. Generally,
customers spend a huge amount of resources both in terms of time and money for SIEM
implementation for the organization and if in return organization does not see any value of
their investment then there are chances that they may move on in search of a better SIEM
product.
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Key challenges in existing SIEM
Organizations requirements for information security management have changed in
last few years. The reasons for SIEM failure varies with the requirements of the customers.
Below are the few main points discussed with regards to the SIEM customers, and the main
reasons that are currently motivating the SIEM users to search for alternative solutions.
Ŗ Scalability: Organizations sometime try to scale and support growing, and
often unpredictable log volumes becomes very problematic for lot of SIEM
solutions. To address such problems, the systems need to be architected in such
a way that it can handle max load volume, which take time to plan, design and
build. It may also add up tremendously to the cost, as it may need big storage
capacity which remains idle until see an unexpected or large volume.
Ŗ Dynamics Analysis: Dynamic Analysis is not only concerned with the real time
ƀQYQHGXGPVUDWVVJGOCKPEQPEGTPVQFC[KUCFFKPIVJGDGJCXKQTCPCN[UKUCPF
pattern analysis. This generally helps for the low and slow attacks with the
environment. There are different methods for the machine learning and it is
expected that machine will take minimum time to get the baseline information
so that slow attacks can also be discovered.
Ŗ Time to value: Now-a-days, it is expected that SIEM platform should provide
complete information along with all the alerts generated by it in order to get
a clear picture of the attack. This helps in saving time by allowing us work
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QPVJGCNGTVUIGPGTCVGFTCVJGTVJCPYCUVKPIVJGVKOGKPſPFKPICPFCPCN[\KPI
the required information from other sources and then manually correlating it.
Also, many of SIEM platforms are available with lots of out of box use cases
which include features like: reports, rules and dashboards that are almost ready
to use with a little or no alteration in them.
Ŗ Management Overhead: Managing of the execution environment requires a lot
of work and resources. Even after procurement of hardware and software and
deployment at critical infrastructure points, still there are lot of tasks that need
additional efforts including establishment of user access, setting up databases
and optimized for the expected performance and load, creating of use cases and
providing data to the top management in terms of reports and dashboard which
requires some more additional time.
Ŗ Cost: The SIEM is one of the most costly solution in the Information Security
domain and its cost may varies based on the needs in term of the users required
to access it or the space used to store the data in the database or in terms of
EPS(event per second) received from the log sources. Hence it is purely based
on the requirements of the organization deploying it.
Ŗ SIEM in the Cloud: Organizations may look to the cloud for standard services
delivered according to a pricing model that scales in a linear way with their
consumption of those services. In such cases Organization may want their
5+'/VQſVKPVJGQWVUQWTEKPIOQFGN5+'/V[RKECNN[TGSWKTGUUKIPKſECPVFCVC
storage that client organizations are challenged to provide; has high scaling
requirements with respect to event collection; provides third-party device
data interoperability that outsourcers can leverage across multiple customers;
often requires a 24 x 7 security operations center approach, and may involve
CEQORNKCPEGOCPFCVGUWEJCU2%+&55+51QT*+2##YKVJVKIJVN[FGſPGF
technical requirements where outsourcers can demonstrate core competency
across multiple customers in the same vertical.

SIEM Evaluation and Selection
For the evaluation the present SIEM platform, organization needs to consider the
issue from two different ways. First is the requirement is to analyze the current SIEM
platform and future requirements of the organization. Secondly look at the use cases
described in the earlier SIEM and weigh the impact of a newer platform on the organization.
It is not like that the vendor offers more features and performance of their SIEM product,
the organization should replace their current SIEM.
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'XGP YKVJ VQFC[ŏU OCVWTG RTQFWEV EJQKEGU CPF RTQXGP FGRNQ[OGPV CRRTQCEJGU
EJQQUKPI CP 5+'/ RTQFWEV KU FKHſEWNV FWG VQ VJG KPJGTGPV EQORNGZKVKGU QH KVU UGEWTKV[
monitoring mission. To ensure successful deployment, enterprises must take several
steps in their evaluation criteria. Organization must analyze the SIEM on the basis of its
functionality, implementation effort, and maintenance effort, ease of operation, cost and
maturity of the SIEM solution. The process of comparing and selecting SIEM tools is a
complex task which requires both clear requirements and detailed knowledge of the SIEM
technology. This task has been made even more demanding by the inherent challenges with
monitoring complex and evolving IT environments. Consequently, the enterprise needs
to evaluate not only the SIEM capabilities themselves, but also SIEM in the context of
the larger security-monitoring architecture. Once the decision has been made to go with
SIEM, the enterprise customer cannot just pick up any vendor segment based on broad
ECVGIQTK\CVKQPU+VOWUVGZCOKPGVJGVGEJPQNQI[VQUGGYJKEJRTQFWEVRTQXKFGUVJGDGUVſV
in terms of cost of ownership, performance, usability and enterprise maturity.

#

%TKVGTKC&GſPGF
Ŗ Required: An SIEM product which is built to be deployed at a large, global
GPVGTRTKUGOWUVUCVKUH[CNNQHVJGUGETKVGTKC5+'/VQQNUYJKEJFQGUPQVSWCNKſGU
YKVJ VJGUG TGSWKTGF ETKVGTKC OC[ UVKNN DG GORNQ[GF DWV HQT C XGT[ URGEKſE
purposes in which there is some work-around for a missing requirement.
Ŗ Preferred: Although not truly essential, these criteria make enterprise SIEM
FGRNQ[OGPV CFOKPKUVTCVKQP CPF QRGTCVKQP OWEJ OQTG GHHGEVKXG CPF GHſEKGPV
and should be considered strongly while evaluating the product.
Ŗ Optional: These are the requirements that are considered nice to have as they
are often those features that separate or differentiate the best solutions from
average solutions. When evaluating SIEM, customers should see the future
road maps which specify the organizations plan to meet desired criteria on the
optional list.

The criteria of the requirement can be based upon Real-time monitoring, Deployment,
0QTOCNK\CVKQP 5ECNCDKNKV[ #PCN[VKEU CPF DGJCXKQT RTQſNKPI 6JTGCV KPVGNNKIGPEG QT
Incident management support etc. There can be lot more other requirements depending
upon the organization needs and hence all these requirements can be consolidated for SIEM
evaluation and scoring.
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Once the vendor evaluation process is completed, organization is in a position
VQ FKHHGTGPVKCVG DGVYGGP CNN VJG XGPFQTU CPF YJKEJ XGPFQT KU VJG DGUV ſV 5WEEGUUHWN
decision-making on SIEM replacement is not only concerned with the vendor evaluation
but also requires the self-evaluation as organization requirements. It is always important
to differentiate between the self-evaluation and vendor evaluation because the organization
cannot make the best choice without having a look at its available resources. Vendor
selection is far more complicated than only matching the needs of the organization against
the capabilities of the SIEM product demonstrated by the vendor. The output of the
replacement of SIEM project is not a decision making but a recommendation to the top
OCPCIGOGPV CDQWV VJG 5+'/ GXCNWCVKQP 6JG ſPCN FGEKUKQP YKNN NKMGN[ DG OCFG D[ 6QR
NGXGN/CPCIGOGPV6JKUFGEKUKQPIGPGTCNN[KUPŏVCDQWVQDLGEVKXGUQTVGEJPKECNHCEVUTCVJGT
the decision could be based on the budget of organization that they have for that particular
[GCTQTUQOGGZVGTPCNHCEVQTUVJCVOC[KPƀWGPEGVJGFGEKUKQP
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Deployment
The new SIEM deployment process is not at all easy, as it takes effort to move it
from current platform to new platform. It is generally recommended to start the deployment
the new SIEM platform long before removing the old SIEM solution as the organization
would like to have a fallback system until all the new SIEM functions have been tested
against all the functionalities. The new deployment plan to the new security SIEM platform
covers logs collection as well as logs migrating that are connected to the old SIEM solution
and also include reviewing the old policies associated, reports, dashboards and deployment
architectures. This new SIEM deployment process can be divided into two sub processes
i.e. planning and implementation.

B.

Architectural Steps

A. Deploy SIEM core components: Based on the deployment planning, SIEM
requirements and particular product functionality, deploy SIEM core
components that include the database for log data and normalized data, log
indexing (to enable fast search), real-time rule-based correlation, and other
SIEM components. It is expected to size the components based on the intended
use cases and the environment. The organization should aim for 2 to 5 times
the estimated ongoing load to support peaks in event volume, as well as future
increases in data volume (if sustained usage is 1,000 events per second [EPS],
peaks of up to 5,000 EPS are likely and should not lead to data loss).
$ %QPſIWTG 5+'/ EQNNGEVQTU CPF EQNNGEVKQP RQNKEKGU %QPſIWTG NQI EQNNGEVKQP
RQNKEKGU HQT VJG 5+'/ EQNNGEVQTU CPF CIGPVU GPCDNG CPF EQPſIWTG NQECN NQI
retention. There can be multiple options available at this level. It can either
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send data directly from Log Sources to the SIEM Solution for analysis or
D[ EQNNGEVKPI CNN FCVC CPF ICVJGT KV KP NQECN UVQTCIG CPF VJGP UGPF C ſNVGTGF
subset of the data to central correlation components and central retention, this
approach allows a SIEM deployment to scale globally. It also enables context
collection, such as vulnerability data and threat intelligence.
% &GſPG CPF VJGP TGſPG KPEKFGPV OCPCIGOGPV YQTMƀQYU 5+'/ CNGTVU YKNN
sometimes cause a security incident to be triggered, and the basic incident
response process needs to be in place before SIEM alert is implemented. The
triage process should be alert to enable the organization to act on the alert
by declaring an incident, tweaking the alerting criteria, etc. The security
incident response process should be updated based upon the early alert handling
experience to ensure that the alerts which are indicating a major incident are
never buried. An effective SIEM deployment will lead to more and better
malicious activity detection and thus there is often an initial increase in
workload.
D. Select Use Cases based on desired usage: Assuming that the incident response
process is in place, than the correlation rules should be picked, and alerts and
PQVKſECVKQPUUJQWNFDGEQPſIWTGF(QEWUQPEQTTGNCVKQPTWNGUVJCVYKNNVTKIIGT
CNGTVUYKVJNQYGTHCNUGRQUKVKXGU UWEJCUTWNGUVWPGFVQHQEWUQPURGEKſEMG[
systems), and design response processes to execute upon receiving those alerts.
Also reports and dashboards should be created and customized based on the
intended usage and planned log sources.

Conclusion
This paper of understanding and replacing SIEM provides the recommendations
for deciding whether an Organization needs to replace its existing SIEM platform, and if
the answer is yes, then how can it take place. Organization needs to learn how to analyze
data, from multiple sources, with better analysis capabilities, so that they can defend
their organization from the latest threats. Only basic correlation of events is now a days
KPUWHſEKGPVHQTUGEWTKV[CPCN[UKU+VKUPGGFGFVQFQOQTGYKVJFCVCUQVJCV5+'/UQNWVKQP
can also as well. It would be unwise to assume that SIEM replacement is always the answer
as that is simply not the case every time.
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